TRAINING PLAN
Week 18-21
May 2nd - 28th
2022
The start-up part 2
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The start-up part 2
In the second training period we add some training and we increase the
rollerskiiing part. But there is still a big variation in activities and the
volume is relatively low.
You might feel that this period includes more high intensity training
compared to what you are used to. If that is the case, remember to keep
the low intensity workouts easy so you are fresh when it is time to push.
Two new workouts for this year that appears in this training period is
”MAF-test” inspired sessions in both running and double poling machine.
Two highlight in the period is Wings for Life World Run May 8th at 13.00
Swedish time and ”Adeptmästerskap” on rollerskis week 20.
Good luck with your training!
Best wishes
Erik och Erik
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VASALOPPET/ÖPPET SPÅR (4-8 hours of training per week)
Week 18
May 2-8
2022

Rollerskiing

Hours/
week
5,75

60

Intenity

70-85
percent

Workout

ROLLING STRENGTH
10 min easy. 40 min rollerski strength. 10 min easy.
The rollerski strength (in a gradual uphill):
- 10 times 1 min "Smirredrag". 1 min rest in-between.
- 5 times 1 min "Abs DP". 1 min rest in-between.
- 5 times 1 min "Triceps DP". 1 min rest in-between.
Smirredrag: Ski like striding with your arms, don't kick with your legs. Just let them hang
on.
Abs DP: Stand in starting position for double poling. Then drop your upper body, but don't
straighten your arms. Keep your elbow angle. Your abs should work, not your arms.
Triceps DP: Stand straight up and fix your elbow at the side of your body. Then push
forward using triceps, not the rest of your body.
Take a look in "Filmrummet" to see these exercises.

Running

Strength

Double poling
machine

Running

60

30

85-95
percent

SIX 4S
- 15 min warm-up.
- 6 times 4 min intervals in flat terrain. 2 min rest in-between the intervals.
- 10 min cool-down.
The aim of this workout is to boost your VO2 max, but also to improve your running stride.
Strive to get a high heart rate without having the lactic acid burning too hard.

THE SUPERSET QUARTET
5-10 minutes warm-up, such as easy running or skipping rope.
Four laps with the exercises below. Add breaks if needed.
- 1 min lunges (every other leg)
Not
- 1 min dips on a bench
applicable - 1 min plank
- 1 min burpees
- 1 min rest
Hence, there is no rest in-between the exercies. Only 1 min rest every five minutes.

75

75-80
percent

120

75-85
percent

THE "EASY" CHECK OF PERFORMANCE
- 10 min warm-up at resistance 3
- 30 min at an average speed (per 500 m) that corresponds to 10 s slower compared to
your yearbest at 5000 m. Resistance 5.
- 5 min cool-down at resistance 1.
This workout is similar to a "MAF test", which can be said as your aerobic capacity. It is
how fast you go you without producing significant amounts of lactic acid. It is well below
your anaerobic threshold. For many people this is around 75-80 percent av maximum
heart rate.
If you recurrently do this test, a lower heart rate over time is often a good sign. Remember
to do a similar warm-up etc each time you do this test.

WING FOR LIFE WORLD RUN
Virtual running race where a "car" starts 30 min after you. The faster you run, the longer it
takes for the car to catch you. https://www.wingsforlifeworldrun.com You can join our
podcast team "Lagom Kondition". Or you can just run 2 hours medium pace without
participating in the race.
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VASALOPPET/ÖPPET SPÅR (4-8 hours of training per week)
Week 19
May
9-15

Rollerskiing

Running

Double poling
machine

Hours/
week
5

60

45

60

Intenity

Workout

80-90
percent

THE SHORT PYRAMID
- 15 min warm-up
- Intervals: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 4, 3, 2, 1 min with 1 min rest in-between each interval.
Don't go flat out. Your focus should be to maintain a good technique at a high speed.
Ski in all types of terrain, but make sure the short ones are not just downhill.
- 15 min cool-down

60-80
percent

EASY RUNNING WITH BOUNDING
Easy running on paths and gravel roads. Find och short gradual hill in the middle of or in
the end of the loop and to some bounding for around 20 minutes.
Do three laps of the exerices below. Rest for at least 1 min between each set.
- 10 lounges with jump
- 3 jump with your feet togheter in a row
- 20 skating jumps
- 10 one-leg jumps on each leg
The time for the bounding is includet in the time for the overall workout.

75-95
percent

THE VASALOPPET HOUR
This a miniature version of Vasaloppet.
- 10 min warm-up at resistance 1
- 5 min hard a resistance 4-6 (the first flat kilometer)
- 10 min hard at resistance 10 (the first long hill)
- 20 min medium pace at resistance 4-6 (fram the top of the first hill to near the finish)
- 10 min hard at resistance 4-6 (the final long sprint)
- 5 min cool-down at resistance 1

BACK AND ARMS
5-10 minutes warm-up, such as easy running or skipping rope.
40 minutes strength. 30 seconds on, 30 seconds off. You can use tha app "Seconds" or
similar if you can't set a timer on your watch. All exercises are posible to do without going
to a gym (let me know if there are exercises that you don't know how to do).

Strength

45

First five laps with this:
- Dips
Not
- Back raises
applicable - Push-ups
- Bird dogs (quadruped limb raises)
Then five laps with this:
- Triceps press against a wall
- The seal with hand claps
- The worm (in push up position)
- The scorpion (lay on your stomach and let går hand touch opposite foot)

Your chioce of
endurance
workout

90

60-80
percent

LONG AND EASY
Easy long distance workout. Your choice of activity. Running, rollerskiing (skate/classic),
canoeing, kayaking, stand up paddling, biking (MTB/road), inlines, swimming etc.
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VASALOPPET/ÖPPET SPÅR (4-8 hours of training per week)
Week 20
May
16-22

Rollerskiing

Double poling
machine

Running

Hours/
week
5,75

60

60

45

Strength

30

Rollerskiing

150

Intenity

Workout

80-90
percent

THE SHORT PYRAMID
- 15 min warm-up
- Intervals: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 4, 3, 2, 1 min with 1 min rest in-between each interval.
Don't go flat out. Your focus should be to maintain a good technique at a high speed.
Ski in all types of terrain, but make sure the short ones are not just downhill.
- 15 min cool-down

80-95
percent

THOUSANDS WITH PLUS MENY
- 10 min warm-up at resistance 1-4
- 5 times 1000 m at resistance 6-10 with 1 min rest in-between the intervals.
- 5 min easy at resistance 1
- 10 min at an average speed (per 500 m) that corresponds to 10 s slower compared to
your yearbest at 5000 m. This is good training for double poling in flat parts in fast
conditions.
- 5 min cool-down at resistance 1

60-80
percent

THE "EASY" CHECK OF PERFORMANCE
- 10 min warm-up
- 30 min at about 75-80 percent av maximum heart rate.
- 5 min cool-down at resistance 1.
This workout is similar to a "MAF test", which can be said as your aerobic capacity. It is
how fast you go you without producing significant amounts of lactic acid. It is well below
your anaerobic threshold. For many people this is around 75-80 percent av maximum
heart rate.
If you recurrently do this test, a faster speed with the same average heart rate over time is
often a good sign. Remember to do a similar warm-up etc each time you do this test.

THE SUPERSET QUARTET
5-10 minutes warm-up, such as easy running or skipping rope.
Four laps with the exercises below. Add breaks if needed.
- 1 min lunges (every other leg)
Not
- 1 min dips on a bench
applicable - 1 min plank
- 1 min burpees
- 1 min rest
Hence, there is no rest in-between the exercies. Only 1 min rest every five minutes.

80-95
percent

ADEPTMÄSTERSKAP 30 K CLASSIC
30 K as fast as possible. Warm-up for about 15 minutes. Good luck!
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VASALOPPET/ÖPPET SPÅR (4-8 hours of training per week)

Week 21
May 23-29

Running

Double poling
machine

Hours/
week
5,75

45

90

Intenity

Workout

60-80
percent

EASY RUNNING WITH BOUNDING
Easy running on paths and gravel roads. Find och short gradual hill in the middle of or in
the end of the loop and to some bounding for around 20 minutes.
Do three laps of the exerices below. Rest for at least 1 min between each set.
- 10 lounges with jump
- 3 jump with your feet togheter in a row
- 20 skating jumps
- 10 one-leg jumps on each leg
The time for the bounding is includet in the time for the overall workout.

80-95
percent

THE STINA NILSSON WORKOUT
Stina Nilsson's (Swedish biathlete) favorite workout on SkiErg according to herself in an
interview with Erik.
- 10 min warm-up
- 2000 m followed by 2 min rest
- 5 times 1000 m with 2 min rest in-between the intervals
- 5 times 500 m with 2 min rest in-between the intervals
- 2000 m followed by 2 min rest
- 5 min cool-down
The challenge is to keep the same pace at the second 2000 m interval as the first one.
Hint: Don't push too hard on the first one :)

ABS AND LEGS
5-10 minutes warm-up, such as easy running or skipping rope.
40 minutes strength. 30 seconds on, 30 seconds off (or 40s/20s). You can use tha app
"Seconds" or similar if you can't set a timer on your watch. All exercises are posible to do
without going to a gym (let me know if there are exercises that you don't know how to do).

Strength

45

First five laps with this:
- Mountain climbers with rotation
Not
- Lunges backwards and forwards (switch half ways)
applicable - Windshield wipers
- Airsquats (or light weights)
Then five laps with this:
- Reverse crunch
- One legged hip raises (on an exercise ball if possible)
- Double foot mountain climbers
- Glute hamstring raise (on an exercise ball or TRX or blanket)

Rollerskiing

75

80-95
percent

5 FOCUS
- 15 min warm-up
- 5 times 5 min with 2 min rest in-between the intervals
- 5 minutes 30s/30s (30 s intervals with 30 s rest)
- 5 min easy
- 5 minutes 30s/30s (30 s intervals with 30 s rest)
- 10 min cool-down

Your chioce of
endurance
workout

90

60-80
percent

LONG AND EASY
Easy long distance workout. Your choice of activity. Running, rollerskiing (skate/classic),
canoeing, kayaking, stand up paddling, biking (MTB/road), inlines, swimming etc.
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